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Zend Optimizer is a
comprehensive software

package that helps to
improve the performance of

PHP projects, allowing for
an increased speed of code

execution. This is made
possible by the integrated

Zend run-time compiler
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that acts over the
intermediate code,

ensuring that results are
carried out faster. Being
designed as an extension
for the PHP engine, the
program performs an

automatic optimization of
the scripts, while detecting

files encoded by Zend
Guard (an obfuscation tool

developed by the same
company as Zend

Optimizer). As far as
prerequisites are
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concerned, you need to
have PHP 4 or 5 deployed

on the system, as well as a
web server such as IIS or

Apache (1.x or 2.x). During
the installation process, you
will be asked to provide the
location of the PHP.ini file,
which contains essential

information necessary for a
successful deployment and
runtime. In order to verify
that Zend Optimizer has

been properly installed, you
can make use of a simple
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PHP function, namely
phpinfo(), which should
return basic information

(such as version and
copyright) about the

program if everything
worked out. Note that there
are some tweaks that are

necessary for Zend
Optimizer to run as

expected: PHP features
such as Debug Mode,

Thread Safety and Enable
Versioning should be

disabled and various third-
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party PHP extensions
should be deactivated or
removed, as they may
cause incompatibility

issues. The optimizer can
be customized using the
directives located in the

zend.ini file, using the Zend
Platform or the Zend core.

As a conclusion, Zend
Optimizer is a reliable PHP
extension that can speed
up code execution. It is

aimed at advanced users
that have the necessary
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know-how to make the
complex configurations

needed to run properly./** *
Copyright (c) 2000-2010

Liferay, LLC. All rights
reserved. * * This library is

free software; you can
redistribute it and/or modify
it under * the terms of the
GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the
Free * Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of the
License, or (at your option)
* any later version. * * This
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library is distributed in the
hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT * ANY
WARRANTY; without even
the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS * FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See

the GNU Lesser General
Public License for more *

details. */
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program performs an
automatic optimization of

the scripts, while detecting
files encoded by Zend

Guard (an obfuscation tool
developed by the same

company as Zend
Optimizer). As far as

prerequisites are
concerned, you need to

have PHP 4 or 5 deployed
on the system, as well as a
web server such as IIS or

Apache (1.x or 2.x). During
the installation process, you
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will be asked to provide the
location of the PHP.ini file,
which contains essential

information necessary for a
successful deployment and
runtime. In order to verify
that Zend Optimizer has

been properly installed, you
can make use of a simple

PHP function, namely
phpinfo(), which should
return basic information

(such as version and
copyright) about the

program if everything
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worked out. Note that there
are some tweaks that are

necessary for Zend
Optimizer to run as

expected: PHP features
such as Debug Mode,

Thread Safety and Enable
Versioning should be

disabled and various third-
party PHP extensions

should be deactivated or
removed, as they may
cause incompatibility

issues. The optimizer can
be customized using the
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directives located in the
zend.ini file, using the Zend
Platform or the Zend core.

As a conclusion, Zend
Optimizer is a reliable PHP
extension that can speed
up code execution. It is

aimed at advanced users
that have the necessary
know-how to make the
complex configurations
needed to run properly.
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Optimizer (6.1.2) With this
Zend Optimizer – compiler

optimizer we update to
version 6.1.2. With this

Zend Optimizer – compiler
optimizer we update to

version 6.1.2. Data
compression This optimize

for file size. PHP native
memory manager. Improve

memory management.
Better interface. New
hidden unicode regex

compression function. New
default search path. New
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default zend optimization
level. New compilation time
limit. New logging method.

New b7e8fdf5c8
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Zend Optimizer 

Zend Optimizer is a fast,
powerful and reliable
software package that aims
to improve the performance
of PHP projects. If you are
the type of professional
that needs to get the job
done in a short amount of
time, then Zend Optimizer
is for you. Features of Zend
Optimizer: - You can
optimize your code without
any problem. - The
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components of Zend
Optimizer will automatically
detect important files, such
as php.ini,.htaccess and the
Zend Guard files. - Compile
the configuration file with
the Zend Optimizer. This is
a very simple and easy
process. - Compilation is
made using Zend Guard, a
free PHP obfuscation tool. -
The settings specified in the
options screen is very
convenient and easy to use.
- Ensures a faster execution
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time. - Highly reliable, as
the settings are achieved
by a competent team of
developers. - You can add
new features such as: mod
rewrite, batching, caching,
query caching,
memcached, memcache,
fastcgi, fpm, and all other
PHP extensions. - Online
documentation is available
for any question about
Zend Optimizer in the
official website. - The
source code of the program
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is freely available. - Zend
Optimizer includes a Free
License and Free Upgrades.
- You can export the
compiled options in a zip
file. - It is impossible to
crack the compression of
your files when they are
optimized. - Easily
installable, including the
update program of your
favorite server. - No
previous PHP configurations
are needed. - Includes a
detailed tutorial about the
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use of Zend Optimizer.
System Requirements: -
Runs at the
ASP/ASP.NET/Coldfusion
server. - Server: Plesk 9.0
Microsoft IIS Apache 2.0 -
PHP: PHP 4.3.0 or PHP 5.3.1
or PHP 5.3.2 or PHP 5.3.3
Minimum: 2.0.0 Maximum:
5.3.0 If you are on Windows
2000, you can enable the
PHP Extensions. Important:
Please read the
documentation at

What's New in the Zend Optimizer?
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Get Zend Optimizer and
give your code a speed
boost. Zend Optimizer is an
extension of the PHP Zend
Engine that provides
automatic code
optimization and advanced
security features. It can be
used both to optimize your
existing PHP applications,
or to protect them against
cyber attacks. Major
Features: Detect protection
and optimize code Detects
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files that are protected by
Zend Guard and optimizes
them accordingly
Improvements made by the
extension include a faster
detection of the optimized
code, as well as a better
exclusion of directories that
are scanned for detected
files Detects files that are
optimized by Zend Guard
and optimizes them
accordingly Improvements
made by the extension
include a faster detection of
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the optimized code, as well
as a better exclusion of
directories that are scanned
for detected files
Automatically
detects.htaccess files to
optimize access to them
according to the Zend
Guard rules Detects files
that are optimized by Zend
Guard and optimizes them
accordingly Automatically
detects.htaccess files to
optimize access to them
according to the Zend
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Guard rules Detects files
that are optimized by Zend
Guard and optimizes them
accordingly Automatically
detects.htaccess files to
optimize access to them
according to the Zend
Guard rules Detects files
that are optimized by Zend
Guard and optimizes them
accordingly Automatically
detects.htaccess files to
optimize access to them
according to the Zend
Guard rules Detects files
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that are optimized by Zend
Guard and optimizes them
accordingly Automatically
detects.htaccess files to
optimize access to them
according to the Zend
Guard rules Bugs Fixed:
Fixed: Cannot
optimize.phtml files Fixed:
Cannot optimize www.exam
ple.com/index.php Fixed:
Cannot optimize.php files
Fixed: Cannot optimize.phar
files Fixed: Cannot
optimize.phtml files Fixed:
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Cannot optimize files with
Windows line endings
Fixed: Cannot optimize.phar
files Fixed: Cannot
optimize.phar files with
underscore in directory
name Fixed: Cannot
optimize files with non-
ASCII characters Fixed:
Cannot optimize files with
Windows line endings
Fixed: Cannot optimize files
with underscore in directory
name Fixed: Cannot
optimize.phar files with
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underscore in directory
name What's New in Zend
Optimizer 6.1.0? Fixed:
Cannot optimize files with
Windows line endings
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System Requirements:

Supported Windows: 8.1/10
Mac OS: 10.7 or later
Supported Displays: 1280 x
720 (horizontal) and
(vertical) 1280 x 720 with
Mirroring (horizontal) 1280
x 1024 (horizontal) and
(vertical) 1920 x 1080
(horizontal) and (vertical)
1920 x 1080 with Mirroring
(horizontal) 1920 x 1200
(horizontal) and (vertical
http://orbeeari.com/?p=32988
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